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A B S T R A C T

This letter presents the first measurement of jet mass in Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions at \( \sqrt{s_{NN}} = 2.76 \) TeV and \( \sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02 \) TeV, respectively. Both the jet energy and the jet mass are expected to be sensitive to jet quenching in the hot Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) matter created in nuclear collisions at collider energies. Jets are reconstructed from charged particles using the anti-k T jet algorithm and resolution parameter \( R = 0.4 \). The jets are measured in the pseudorapidity range \( |\eta_{jet}| < 0.5 \) and in three intervals of transverse momentum between 60 GeV/c and 120 GeV/c. The measurement of the jet mass in central Pb–Pb collisions is compared to the jet mass as measured in p–Pb reference collisions, to vacuum event generators, and to models including jet quenching. It is observed that the jet mass in central Pb–Pb collisions is consistent within uncertainties with p–Pb reference measurements. Furthermore, the measured jet mass in Pb–Pb collisions is not reproduced by the quenching models considered in this letter and is found to be consistent with PYTHIA expectations within systematic uncertainties.

\( \frac{c}{c} \) 2017 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.

1. Introduction

This letter presents the first measurement of jet mass in Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions at \( \sqrt{s_{NN}} = 2.76 \) TeV and \( \sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02 \) TeV, respectively. Both the jet energy and the jet mass are expected to be sensitive to jet quenching in the hot Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) matter, the Quark–Gluon–Plasma (QGP), created in ultra-relativistic nuclear collisions. Scattering processes with large momentum transfer, \( Q^2 \), between the quarks and the gluons (partons) constituents of colliding nucleons occur early in the collision (at a time < 1 fm/c). Outgoing partons carry a net color charge and evolve from high to low virtuality producing parton showers, which eventually hadronize into collimated sprays of particles, called jets. Interactions of the outgoing partons with the hot and dense QGP created in heavy-ion collisions may modify the angular and momentum distributions of hadronic jet fragments relative to jets fragmenting in vacuum. This process, known as jet quenching, can be used to probe the properties of the hot QCD medium [1–4].

Jet quenching has been investigated at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) [5–9] and at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [10–20] via measurements of high-p T hadrons and fully reconstructed jets in nucleus–nucleus (AA) collisions and pp (vacuum) collisions. These measurements have shown a suppression of hadron and jet yields in AA collisions and modest modifications of the longitudinal fragment distribution and the radial profile of jets relative to jets produced in pp collisions within the typical jet cone of 0.3–0.4 at the LHC. The jet mass is sensitive to the initial virtuality of the parton at the origin of the shower [21]. Energy-momentum exchange with the hot QCD medium may temporarily increase the virtuality of the propagating partons, leading to a larger gluon radiation probability [22–25]. This would result in a broadening of the jet profile and an increase of the jet mass, if a significant amount of the radiated gluons are captured within the jet cone used for reconstruction. However, the virtuality increase is temporary and it is expected that the leading parton traversing hot QCD matter experiences substantial virtuality (or mass) depletion along with energy loss [21].

The jet mass of inclusive jets and of jets in dijet events has been previously measured in high-energy pp collisions at \( \sqrt{s} = 7 \) TeV at the LHC [26,27]. Perturbative QCD predictions using higher-order matrix-elements for parton production combined with a Monte Carlo (MC) parton shower were found to be in good agreement with the data. The commonly used leading-order event generators with full shower evolution, PYTHIA [28,29] and HERWIG [30], reproduce the jet mass distribution in pp collisions reasonably well in the \( p_T \) region 200–600 GeV/c previously studied, however they consistently under- and over-predict the data, respectively, by a slight amount.

In this letter, measurements of the charged-jet mass are reported. Charged jets are jets clustered using only charged particles, reconstructed in the ALICE tracking system, opposed to full jets, reconstructed with both charged and neutral particles. The four momentum of the jet is defined as the sum of constituent four momenta. The jet mass is calculated from the jet four-momentum.
\[ M = \sqrt{E^2 - p_T^2 - p_z^2}, \]

where \( E \) is the energy, \( p_T \) the transverse and \( p_z \) the longitudinal momentum of the jet.

The measurement is performed in Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions and in three intervals of jet transverse momentum. Data-driven jet-by-jet background subtraction schemes are used to correct the jet mass for the contribution of the Pb–Pb underlying event. In contrast, the p–Pb background is included in the response matrix and corrected for in the unfolding, as discussed in detail in Sec. 3.1 and 3.2. The data are compared at detector level to a simulated reference without jet quenching effects. Furthermore, the measurement is corrected to particle level via a two-dimensional unfolding technique, accounting for the remaining effect of background fluctuations and detector effects. The fully corrected jet mass distribution in central Pb–Pb collisions is compared to models and to the jet mass distribution measured in p–Pb collisions.

2. Data sample

The Pb–Pb collision data were recorded during the 2011 LHC Pb–Pb run at \( \sqrt{s_{NN}} = 2.76 \text{ TeV} \). This analysis used minimum-bias (MB) events, selected online by requiring a signal in the forward V0 detectors, two arrays of scintillator tiles covering the full azimuth within 2.8 \( < \eta < 5.1 \) (V0A) and \( -3.7 < \eta < -1.7 \) (V0C). An online centrality trigger selected the 10% most-central Pb–Pb collisions using the centrality determination as described in [31], with 100% efficiency for the 0–8% centrality interval, and 60% efficiency for the 8–10% interval. The number of Pb–Pb events used in this analysis, after the event selection described below, is 17 million in the 0–10% centrality interval.

Collisions of proton and lead beams were provided by the LHC in the first months of 2013. The beam energies were 4 TeV for the proton beam and 158.5 TeV per nucleon for the lead beam, resulting in collisions at a center-of-mass energy of \( \sqrt{s_{NN}} = 5.02 \text{ TeV} \). The nucleon–nucleon center-of-mass system moves relative to the laboratory frame with rapidity 0.465 in the direction of the proton beam [32]. In the following, \( \eta \) refers to the pseudorapidity in the laboratory frame. The V0 detectors were used for online minimum bias event triggering and offline event selection. The minimum bias trigger required a signal from a charged particle in both the V0A and the V0C. The total integrated luminosity of the minimum bias event sample is 37 nb\(^{-1}\). In addition, events triggered by an online jet trigger using the electromagnetic calorimeter (EMCal) [33,34] were used. The online jet patch covered an area of approximately 0.2 sr and required an integrated patch energy of at least 20 GeV. The transverse momentum distribution of charged jets in the triggered sample was compared to the minimum bias one, showing that the trigger was fully efficient for \( p_{T,\text{ch jet}} \geq 60 \text{ GeV/c} \). The minimum bias and triggered sample were used for unfolded \( p_{T,\text{ch jet}} < 80 \text{ GeV/c} \) and \( p_{T,\text{ch jet}} \geq 80 \text{ GeV/c} \), respectively. The triggered sample correspond to a total integrated luminosity of 1.6 nb\(^{-1}\).

In addition to the online triggers in both collision systems, an offline selection was applied in which the online trigger was validated and remaining background events from beam–gas and electromagnetic interactions were rejected. To ensure a high tracking efficiency for all considered events, the primary vertex was required to be within 10 cm from the center of the detector along the beam axis and within 1 cm in the transverse plane [35].

3. Jet reconstruction and background subtraction

Jet reconstruction for both the p–Pb and Pb–Pb analysis was performed with the \( k_T \) [36] and anti-\( k_T \) [37] sequential recombination jet algorithms as implemented in the FastJet package [38]. The anti-\( k_T \) algorithm was used for the signal jets while clusters reconstructed with the \( k_T \) algorithm were used to estimate the background density of the events. Jets were reconstructed using charged tracks detected in the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [39] and the Inner Tracking System (ITS) [40] which cover the full azimuthal angle and pseudorapidity \( |\eta| < 0.9 \). Jets were reconstructed using the \( E \)-scheme to recombine the four-vectors of the constituents, assigning the charged-pion mass for each particle. A resolution parameter, \( R \), of 0.4 was used, and the jet area was calculated by the Fastjet algorithm using essentially zero momentum particles, called ghosts, with area 0.005 [41]. Jets were accepted if they were fully contained in the tracking acceptance: full azimuth and \( |\eta| < 0.5 \), to guarantee that the reconstructed jet axes were at least \( R \) away from the edge of the detector acceptance.

Reconstructed tracks were accepted if their reconstructed transverse momenta exceeded 0.15 GeV/c, with at least 70 space points found in the TPC and at least 80% of the geometrically accessible space-points in the TPC. Tracks were required to have at least three hits in the ITS used in the fit to ensure good track momentum resolution. To account for the azimuthally non-uniform response of the two innermost layers of the ITS, the Silicon Pixel Detector (SPD), the primary-vertex position was added to the track fit, for tracks without SPD points, in order to further improve the momentum determination of the track. The track momentum resolution was about 1% at 1 GeV/c and about 3% at 50 GeV/c [35]. Jets which contained a track with \( p_T \) larger than 100 GeV/c, for which the track momentum resolution exceeded 6.5%, were rejected. The tracking efficiency in central Pb–Pb collisions was 80% for tracks with \( p_T \) larger than 1 GeV/c and decreased to 56% at 0.15 GeV/c. In p–Pb collisions the tracking efficiency was 70% for tracks with \( p_T = 0.15 \text{ GeV/c} \) and increased to 85% for \( p_T \geq 1 \text{ GeV/c} \).

To suppress the contribution of jets consisting mainly of background particles (combinatorial jets), only jets containing a “hard core” were accepted. A jet was selected only if it overlapped geometrically with a jet reconstructed with only constituents with \( p_T > 4 \text{ GeV/c} \). In the kinematic region considered, the hard core selection had similar performance as the selection used in previous works, namely demanding the jet leading track to have a transverse momentum of at least 5 GeV/c [17,18]. PYTHIA pp simulations showed that applying such a selection was 100% efficient on the jet population for charged-jet transverse momentum \( p_{T,\text{ch jet}} \geq 25 \text{ GeV/c} \). The fluctuating background in Pb–Pb collisions affected the jet energy scale increasing the full-efficiency threshold to \( p_{T,\text{ch jet}}^{\text{sub}} = 60 \text{ GeV/c} \) (where \( p_{T,\text{ch jet}}^{\text{sub}} \) is the background-subtracted \( p_{T,\text{ch jet}} \), defined below in Eq. (6)). In minimum bias p–Pb collisions the fragmentation bias vanished for \( p_{T,\text{ch jet}} \geq 30 \text{ GeV/c} \).

3.1. Jet-by-jet background subtraction in Pb–Pb collisions

Jet measurements in Pb–Pb collisions are severely affected by the underlying event. A reconstructed jet contains particles unrelated to the hard parton shower. In this analysis the background was subtracted jet-by-jet. For this purpose, mean background densities were determined by characterizing event-by-event the contamination from soft particles unrelated to the hard jet signal. The background transverse momentum density, \( \rho \), was defined as

\[ \rho = \text{median} \left( \frac{p_{T,i}}{A_i} \right), \]

where \( i \) indicates the \( i \)th \( k_T \) cluster in the event, \( p_{T,i} \) is the transverse momentum of the cluster and \( A_i \) is its area. The two \( k_T \) clusters with highest transverse momentum were excluded from the
calculation of the median. The average $\rho$ in the 10% most central Pb–Pb collisions was 116 GeV/c. Further details are given in [17].

To take into account the influence of background on the reconstructed jet mass, a quantity $m_{k_i}^{\text{cluster}}$ was evaluated for each $k_t$ cluster following the procedure outlined in [42]

$$m_{k_i}^{\text{cluster}} = \sum_j \sqrt{m_j^2 + p_T^2 - p_T(i)c},$$

where the sum runs over all particles inside the $k_t$ cluster, $m_j$ is the mass and $p_T(i)$ the transverse momentum of each constituent. The background mass density is defined by

$$\rho_m = \text{median}\left\{\frac{m_{k_i}^{\text{cluster}}}{A_i}\right\},$$

where the subscript $i$ indicates again the $i$th $k_t$ cluster in the event and $A_i$ is the area of the $k_t$ cluster. As in the calculation of $\rho$, the two leading $k_t$ clusters were excluded from the median calculation. For central Pb–Pb collisions, ($\rho_m$) was found to be about 3.6 GeV/c$^2$.

The background densities, $\rho$ and $\rho_m$, were used in combination with two background subtraction techniques for jet shapes which will be described in the following:

(i) The area-based subtraction method corrects jet-shape observables for background or pile up effects on an event-by-event and jet-by-jet basis [42]. The method is valid for any jet algorithm and infrared- and collinear-safe jet shapes. The background is characterized by $\rho$ and $\rho_m$. Ghosts are added in the $\eta$–$\varphi$ plane to the event, each of them mimicking a background component in a region of area $A_k$. The shape sensitivity to pileup is determined by considering its derivatives with respect to the transverse momentum and mass of the ghosts and extrapolated by a Taylor series to zero pileup or background. A complete description of the method can be found in [42].

(ii) The constituent subtraction method is a particle-level approach which removes or corrects jet constituents. The particle-by-particle subtraction allows to correct both the 4-momentum of the jet and its substructure. Massless ghosts are added to the event such that they cover the $\eta$–$\varphi$ plane. Each jet will therefore contain the real particles and ghosts. A distance measure is defined for each pair of a real particle $i$ and a ghost $k$:

$$\Delta R_{i,k} = \min \left\{ \sqrt{(y_i - y_k^G)_i^2 + (\varphi_i - \varphi_k^G)_i^2}, \frac{\sqrt{p_T^2 + p_T(i)^2}}{A_i} \right\},$$

where $y$ is the rapidity and $\varphi$ the azimuthal angle. An iterative background removal procedure starts from the particle-ghost pair with smallest distance. At each step the transverse momentum and mass of each particle and ghost are modified. The background densities $\rho$ and $\rho_m$ are used to assign momentum and mass to each ghost: $p_T^k = A_k \rho$ and $m_k^G = A_k \rho_m$ where $A_k$ is the area of each ghost. If the transverse momentum of particle $i$ is larger than the transverse momentum of the ghost, the ghost is discarded and the transverse momentum of the ghost is subtracted from the real particle. If the transverse momentum of the ghost is larger than particle $i$, the real particle is discarded and the transverse momentum of the ghost is corrected. The same procedure is applied to the mass of the particles and ghosts. All pairs are considered and the iterative procedure is terminated when the end of the list of pair is reached. The four-momentum of the jet is recalculated with the same recombination scheme as used for the jet finding procedure. A complete description of the method can be found in [43].

The area-based subtraction method was used as the nominal method for the Pb–Pb analysis to correct the reconstructed jet mass for the influence of background since it is expected to induce zero bias. On the other hand, since track-by-track it is not possible to determine whether a soft particle is background or an effect of the interaction with the medium, the constituent method could potentially remove non-background particles.

The reconstructed transverse momentum of anti-$k_T$ jets, $p_T^{\text{raw}}$, is corrected according to [44],

$$p_T^{\text{sub}} = p_T^{\text{raw}} - \rho \cdot A,$$

where $A$ is the area of the jet and $\rho$ is the $p_T$-density of the considered event, as defined in Eq. (2).

3.2. Background in p–Pb collisions

In p–Pb collisions the average $\rho$ and $\rho_m$ were about 1.26 GeV/c and 0.08 GeV/c$^2$, respectively. To account for the regions of the detector without event activity, an additional correction [45] was applied and the hard signal jets were excluded from the background estimate by excluding overlap of the $k_T$ clusters with anti-$k_T$ jets with $p_T,i > 5$ GeV/c. While the overall background contribution is significantly smaller than in Pb–Pb collisions, it was observed that the width of the mass fluctuations caused by the p–Pb background was increased when subtracting the background on a jet-by-jet basis with respect to including it in the response. Therefore, to minimize this effect present in sparse events and to mitigate the different sensitivities of the considered subtraction methods to fluctuations, in p–Pb collisions the background was not subtracted jet-by-jet (on an event-by-event basis), but corrected for on average in the unfolding, as explained in greater detail in Sec. 4. The systematic uncertainty on this choice was assessed by subtracting the background in data with the constituent method and correcting only for the detector effects in the response (see Sec. 6).

4. Jet scale and resolution

For the Pb–Pb analysis, the jet energy and mass response were studied by embedding simulated pp events at detector level, namely including the effects of the detector response, into real Pb–Pb events. The detector response was determined from a PYTHIA 6 simulation (tune A with initial state radiation parameter PPARP=67 = 2.5 to fit the D0 di-jet data [46]) followed by a detailed particle transport using GEANT 3 [47] in a detector configuration corresponding to the conditions during Pb–Pb data taking. Prior to embedding the reconstructed tracks from the simulation into Pb–Pb events, an additional $p_T$-dependent tracking inefficiency of 2–4% was applied in order to account for the larger tracking inefficiency due to the high occupancy for large particle densities [18]. The combination of Pb–Pb and PYTHIA events will be referred to as 'hybrid events'.

The same jet reconstruction procedure as in data, see Sec. 3, was applied to the hybrid events, resulting in a sample of hybrid jets. The hybrid jets were matched to the probe jets, which were obtained by reconstructing jets from only the PYTHIA events at the detector level. Not all constituents of an embedded probe jet will necessarily be found in a hybrid jet. In order to relate the hybrid to the probe jet, a matching condition was used. This required that the constituents of the hybrid jet that comes from the PYTHIA event must carry at least 50% of the transverse momentum of the PYTHIA jet. In the case that a hybrid jet was paired to two or more probe jets, it was matched to the probe jet with highest $p_T$ and the other probe jets were considered lost, reducing the jet-finding efficiency. The efficiency in the 10% most central events
for charged jets increased from 40% at $p_{T,\text{ch jet}}^{\text{sub}} = 10 \text{ GeV}/c$ to 100% for $p_{T,\text{ch jet}}^{\text{sub}} > 40 \text{ GeV}/c$.

Region-to-region fluctuations of the jet mass and $p_{T}$-scale were characterized by using the hybrid events and calculating $\delta p_{T}$ and $\delta M$, defined as the difference between the transverse momentum or mass of the background-subtracted hybrid jet and the probe jet [48]. On a jet-by-jet basis a linear correlation between $\delta p_{T}$ and $\delta M$ was observed.

The jet mass distributions of hybrid jets matched to probe jets within a certain jet $p_{T}$-interval, showed on average a larger jet mass with respect to the corresponding spectrum of the probes. This offset was due to background fluctuations and limited purity and efficiency within a reconstructed jet $p_{T}$-interval, resulting in jet migration between $p_{T}$-intervals.

Detector effects on the jet energy and mass were investigated by matching detector level jets and particle level jets from a Pythia simulation and comparing their properties (including Pb–Pb background). The jets were matched based on distance, in a way that guarantees a one-to-one match. The constituents of the detector

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig1.png}
\caption{(Color online) Mass response using the area-based background subtraction method in the 10% most central Pb–Pb collisions for background fluctuations only (black, shaded histogram), compared to the full response including detector effects (red, hashed histogram), for anti-$k_{T}$ jets with resolution parameter $R = 0.4$. $M_{\text{sub}}$ refers to the background-subtracted reconstructed jet mass while $M_{\text{probe}}$ is the jet mass of the embedded probe. From top left to bottom right, each panel represent a $p_{T,\text{ch jet}}$ region, 40–60, 60–80, 80–100, 100–120 GeV.
\end{figure}

level jets are all assigned the pion mass, as is done for the data analysis, while the particle mass is used for the particle level jet reconstruction. A comparison between the jet mass response due to background fluctuations and the full response, which also contains detector effects, is shown in Fig. 1. While background fluctuations induce a positive shift of the reconstructed jet mass, detector effects, which are dominated by the finite tracking efficiency and the mass assumption of the jet constituents, reduce the reconstructed jet mass. This was further characterized by extracting the mean and the most probable value from the distribution in Fig. 1, giving a measure of the relative jet mass shift. The relative mass shift is shown in Fig. 2 for the area-based subtraction method (left) and the constituent subtraction method (right). In the kinematic range of interest, the mass shift does not exhibit a strong dependence on jet momentum. The performance of the constituent subtraction method is slightly better than for the area-based method since the constituent subtraction corrects partially for the local background fluctuations while the area-based method only corrects for the average background.

Since embedding a full PYTHIA event, including the underlying event, into the sparse p–Pb event would significantly distort the p–Pb background estimate, the above procedure, devised with Pb–Pb collisions in mind, was modified for p–Pb collisions. To minimize the distortion, we instead embedded single tracks, whose 4-vectors correspond to jets reconstructed from a PYTHIA simulation (tune Perugia2011 [49]) at detector level, into p–Pb events. After running FastJet on the measured events including embedded PYTHIA tracks, each resulting jet was matched with the particle level PYTHIA jet associated to the embedded track.

Fig. 3 shows the jet mass resolution for Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions as a function of the jet mass at particle level for probe jets with $60 < p_{T,\text{ch jet}} < 80 \text{ GeV}/c$. A strong dependence on $M_{\text{probe}}$ is observed. The resolution for jets with a small mass is poor while for larger jet masses it improves to 25%. Jets with small mass are very collimated and typically have a small number of constituents. The influence of the tracking inefficiency and the contamination of tracks from the background on these jets are large. For large enough $p_{T,\text{ch jet}} (> 40 \text{ GeV}/c)$, jets with a small jet mass are rare and therefore the poor resolution for very collimated jets with small number of constituents is not a limiting factor in this analysis, which was restricted to jets with $p_{T,\text{ch jet}} > 60 \text{ GeV}/c$ for Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions. For example, only about 16% of the jets have a mass smaller than 6 GeV/$c^{2}$ within the 60–80 GeV/$c$ $p_{T,\text{ch jet}}$ interval in PYTHIA.

The jet mass scale and resolution in p–Pb collisions are dominated by tracking inefficiency, the mass assumption for the constituents, and, less strongly, by track momentum resolution. The jet

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig2.png}
\caption{Jet mass scale characterized by the relative mean and most probable value of the response. Jet mass scale is shown as a function of probe jet $p_{T}$ for background fluctuations and the full response including detector effects, using anti-$k_{T}$ PYTHIA jets with $R = 0.4$ embedded into central Pb–Pb collisions. Left: area-based subtraction method. Right: constituent subtraction method.
\end{figure}
mass resolution in p–Pb collisions at small jet mass is by a factor 2 better than in Pb–Pb collisions due to the much smaller contribution of the underlying event. At large jet mass the resolution is similar for the two collision systems, 25% for Pb–Pb and 20% for p–Pb, and mainly driven by detector effects.

5. Uncorrected jet mass distributions and corrections

5.1. Comparison of jet mass in Pb–Pb to PYTHIA at detector level

It is common use to compare uncorrected Pb–Pb results with embedded pp or PYTHIA events, including in the latter detector and background effects. We perform this comparison and then proceed with the full correction in order to compare with p–Pb corrected results and particle-level event generators.

In this section, the jet mass distributions measured in central Pb–Pb collisions are compared to hybrid detector-level PYTHIA jets. The background was subtracted from the jet transverse momentum and mass using the area-based and constituent subtraction methods. A comparison of the jet distributions (normalized per jet) is shown in Fig. 4. It can be observed that the Pb–Pb and PYTHIA distributions are similar, which supports the validity of using embedded PYTHIA for the corrections as discussed in Sec. 5.2. The constituent method gives systematically lower jet mass than the area-based method, due to the different effect of background fluctuations for the two subtraction algorithms, see Sec. 4. The lower panels of Fig. 4 show the ratio between Pb–Pb and PYTHIA embedded jets. The ratio as a function of jet mass shows that the measured distributions are very similar to the embedded PYTHIA jets, or possibly a small shift to lower mass, which is however more pronounced for the constituent background subtraction method. The hint of a shift is more pronounced in the mean jet mass, which is slightly smaller in Pb–Pb collisions than embedded PYTHIA events, as shown in Fig. 5. Also when comparing the corrected results with PYTHIA at particle level later in this letter, the data show a hint of a shift towards smaller masses with respect to PYTHIA when considering only statistical uncertainties.
5.2. Correction of jet mass to particle level

For the correction of the jet mass measurement to particle level, a two-dimensional Bayesian unfolding technique [50] from RooUnfold [51] was used. A four-dimensional response matrix was constructed with the following axes: particle-level $p_{T,\text{ch jet}}$, detector-level $p_{T,\text{ch jet}}$, particle-level $M_{\text{ch jet}}$, and detector-level $M_{\text{ch jet}}$. For the Pb–Pb analysis, detector-level jets were obtained by embedding detector-level PYTHIA jets into Pb–Pb events, running the jet finder and applying the background subtraction as explained in Sec. 3. A projection of the response on the detector level mass is shown in Fig. 4. As discussed in Sec. 4, the embedded detector-level jets were matched to the detector-level jets without Pb–Pb background. The latter were matched to particle-level jets in such a way to obtain a unique matching between each detector-level embedded jet and the corresponding particle-level jet.

For the p–Pb analysis, detector-level jets were obtained from embedding detector-level jet four-momentum vectors into p–Pb events (see Sec. 4). The reconstructed embedded jets were matched with the particle-level four-momentum vectors corresponding to the detector level embedded four momenta. The four-dimensional matrix contains the smearing in jet $p_T$ and mass due to background and detector effects.

The four-dimensional response matrix was used to unfold the jet $p_T$ and mass simultaneously, taking advantage of the observed strong correlation between the jet transverse momentum and mass fluctuations caused by the residual region-to-region background fluctuations, which reduces off-diagonal elements in the response matrix. The relationship between the transverse momentum and mass of the jet at particle level in the response, called the prior, is obtained from PYTHIA simulations (tune A for Pb–Pb and Perugia 2011 for p–Pb). A variation of this assumption was considered in the systematic uncertainties (Sec. 6).

The unfolding procedure was validated using a MC closure test by applying the correction procedure to PYTHIA embedded jets. For the signal and the response matrix, statistically independent data sets were used. The background subtracted and unfolded and true distributions agree with each other to a precision of 5% for $p_{T,\text{ch jet}} > 40$ GeV/c. The refolded distribution, obtained by convoluting the unfolded solution with the response matrix, is in agreement with the measured distribution within the statistical uncertainty.

6. Systematic uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties for the jet mass measurement were determined by varying parameters and algorithmic choices of the measurement, corrections for detector response and background fluctuations. The main systematic uncertainties originate from the regularization of the unfolding algorithm, the background subtraction method and the uncertainty on the detector response. For the Pb–Pb analysis, also the choice of the prior, the relation between mass and $p_T$ at the particle level, used in the unfolding has an important effect. In this section the method to estimate the systematic uncertainty for each source and their magnitude in central Pb–Pb collisions and p–Pb collisions will be discussed.

The unfolding procedure converges after a certain number of iterations. Only relatively small variations in the results are expected when the convergence is reached. The sensitivity to the number of iterations chosen as default was estimated by varying their number over a wide range, where the convergence of the result is verified. The nominal number of iterations used for the Pb–Pb measurement is 6 and the number of iterations was varied from 3 to 10. For p–Pb collisions the default is 3 and the number was varied between 1 and 5. Changing the number of iterations shifts the full jet mass distribution to higher or lower jet mass, resulting in an anti-correlated shape uncertainty. The relative uncertainty is largest in the tails of the jet mass distribution where it amounts to 20% in Pb–Pb collisions and 5–20% in p–Pb collisions for different $p_T$ ranges. In the peak region of the jet mass distributions the uncertainty does not exceed 5% (2%) in Pb–Pb (p–Pb) collisions. The size of the uncertainty in the number of iterations is correlated with the statistical uncertainty and the uncertainty on the data points is correlated point-to-point.

The prior used for the Bayesian unfolding was taken from PYTHIA simulations. The mean jet mass as a function of uncorrected but background-subtracted jet $p_T$ is 1–4% smaller in Pb–Pb collisions than in PYTHIA simulations as shown in Fig. 5. The second central moments of the distributions are statistically compatible indicating that the shape of the distribution is unchanged. Therefore it is reasonable to apply a shift of at maximum 4% on the jet mass in the prior to estimate a systematic uncertainty to the measurement due to the prior choice. This results in a systematic uncertainty of 10% around the jet mass peak, which increases gradually to 50% in the tails. For the p–Pb analysis, a smearing of the mass at particle level in the response matrix was performed. The new particle level mass is extracted randomly from a Gaussian centered at the original mass with a $\sigma$ of 2%, roughly corresponding to the maximum spread observed in the ratio of the jet mass distribution in the response at detector level and in the data. The resulting uncertainty ranges from 4% to 6%, with the largest value reached in the first $p_T$ range.

For the jet-by-jet background subtraction in Pb–Pb collisions, the result from the area-based method was compared to the constituent subtraction. The response matrix for the methods is different since the jet mass scale differs as was shown in Fig. 2. The response matrix in both cases was obtained using the embedding technique presented in Sec. 4. The systematic uncertainty due to the background subtraction method varies between 5% at the center of the distribution and 30% in the tails.

As mentioned in Sec. 3.2, in p–Pb events the background subtraction introduces additional fluctuations due to the region-to-region fluctuations of the background, which leads to a broadening of the jet mass distribution after subtraction. It was therefore decided not to perform the subtraction event-by-event and jet-by-jet, and instead include the background in the response matrix and correct for it in the unfolding. As an extreme variation for the systematic uncertainty, the background was subtracted event-by-event in the data with the constituent method, which is less sensitive to fluctuations than the area method, and corrected only for detector effects using the PYTHIA response. The jet mass distributions corrected with the two assumptions differ by 5% in the peak region and the difference increases gradually up to 40% in the low-mass tail. These variations were taken as systematic uncertainties.

The uncertainty in the detector response was dominated by the uncertainty in the tracking efficiency, which was estimated by varying track quality cuts and found to be 3–4%. The tracking efficiency in the detector simulation was varied accordingly, providing an alternative response matrix with which to repeat the unfolding. Observed differences with respect to the nominal result vary from 10% to 40% and 5% to 30% in Pb–Pb and p–Pb, respectively, with the largest uncertainty in the tails of the distributions.

All systematic uncertainties were added in quadrature for each $M_{\text{ch jet}}$ bin. The uncertainties affect the shape of the jet mass distribution and the normalization applied causes long-range anti-correlations. The uncertainty on the mean jet mass as a function of $p_{T,\text{ch jet}}$ was evaluated on the unfolded distribution using the variations mentioned above and shown in Table 1. The total systematic uncertainty in the mean jet mass increases from 6% for jets with $60 < p_{T,\text{ch jet}} < 80$ GeV/c to 9.0% for jets with
Table 1
Systematic uncertainty in mean jet mass from different sources in the 10% most central Pb–Pb collisions (left) and minimum-bias p–Pb collisions (right).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prior</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracking efficiency</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unfolding (iterations, range)</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Fully-corrected jet mass distribution for anti-\(k_T\) jets with \(R = 0.4\) in p–Pb collisions, compared to PYTHIA and HERWIG simulations for three ranges of \(p_{T,\text{ch jet}}\). Statistical uncertainties in data are smaller than the markers and in the models are smaller than the line width.

Fig. 7. Fully-corrected jet mass distribution for anti-\(k_T\) jets with \(R = 0.4\) in minimum bias p–Pb collisions compared to central Pb–Pb collisions for three ranges of \(p_{T,\text{ch jet}}\).

100 < \(p_{T,\text{ch jet}}\) < 120 GeV/c in Pb–Pb central collisions. The systematic uncertainty in p–Pb collisions is about two times smaller than in central Pb–Pb collisions due to the much smaller underlying event contribution.

7. Results and discussion

7.1. Jet mass measurements in Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions

The fully unfolded jet mass distributions including all systematic uncertainties, measured in p–Pb collisions at √(sNN) = 5.02 TeV in three ranges of \(p_{T,\text{ch jet}}\) between 60 and 120 GeV/c are shown in Fig. 6 and compared with PYTHIA Perugia 2011 and HERWIG EESC [30,52]. Minimum-bias triggered events were used for \(p_{T,\text{ch jet}} < 80\) GeV/c, while the online jet triggered event sample was used for \(p_{T,\text{ch jet}} < 80\) GeV/c. The agreement of data and PYTHIA is within 10–20% for most of the \(M_{\text{ch jet}}\) range. The deviations increase for the low and high mass tail and can exceed 30–50% for the intermediate \(p_{T,\text{ch jet}}\) range. The agreement with HERWIG is slightly worse, mostly in the low mass tail of the distribution and in the highest \(p_{T,\text{ch jet}}\) interval. Considering the good agreement with simulations and that the jet nuclear modification factors \(R_{\text{pPb}}\) and \(Q_{\text{pPb}}\) measurements show no cold nuclear matter effects [45,53–55], the p–Pb measurement (and PYTHIA) can be used as a reference for the assessment of the hot nuclear matter effects in Pb–Pb collisions.

Fig. 7 shows the comparison of the jet mass distribution, normalized per jet, in central Pb–Pb collisions at √(sNN) = 2.76 TeV and the p–Pb collision measurement. It can be observed that the jet mass distribution in Pb–Pb collisions is shifted to smaller values with respect to the measurement in p–Pb collisions for \(p_{T,\text{ch jet}} < 100\) GeV/c.

Fig. 8 shows the ratio between the jet mass distribution in the 10% most central Pb–Pb collisions and p–Pb collisions. The systematic uncertainties are propagated into the ratio as uncorrelated. The center-of-mass energy at which the Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions were taken is different, √(sNN) = 2.76 TeV for Pb–Pb and √(sNN) = 5.02 TeV for p–Pb collisions. This is expected to introduce a small difference in the jet mass distributions due to a different shape in the underlying jet \(p_T\)-spectrum and a different quark-to-gluon ratio. Therefore, the figure shows also the same ratio from particle level simulated PYTHIA pp collisions (tune Perugia 2011) at the two energies. Considering statistical uncertainties only in the ratio, a shift to lower jet masses in Pb–Pb is observed for \(p_{T,\text{ch jet}} < 100\) GeV/c, consistent with the PYTHIA embedded results in Sec. 5.1. Including the systematic uncertainties in our measurements, the decreasing trend of the ratio as a function of \(M_{\text{ch jet}}\) is
Fig. 8. Ratio between fully-corrected jet mass distribution for anti-$k_T$ jets with $R = 0.4$ in central Pb–Pb collisions and minimum bias p–Pb collisions. The ratio is compared to the ratio of mass distributions of PYTHIA (tune Perugia 2011) at $\sqrt{s} = 2.76$ TeV and $\sqrt{s} = 5.02$ TeV (width of the band represents the statistical uncertainties).

Fig. 9. Fully-corrected mean jet mass as a function of $p_T$ for anti-$k_T$ jets with $R = 0.4$ in minimum bias p–Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s}_{NN} = 5.02$ TeV compared to central Pb–Pb collisions at $\sqrt{s}_{NN} = 2.76$ TeV.

The comparison of the jet mass in Pb–Pb collisions relative to p–Pb collisions is further established by presenting the mean jet mass as a function of $p_T$ in Fig. 9. The difference in the mean jet mass for the two collision energies considered is between 0.2 and 0.5 GeV/c$^2$ in the PYTHIA simulation. This difference in the mean jet mass is indicated by a filled box attached to the p–Pb data points in Fig. 9. For the lowest $p_T$ range in Pb–Pb collisions the mean jet mass exhibits a reduction with respect to p–Pb measurements, limited to about one standard deviation. For higher $p_T$ the mean jet mass in the two systems is compatible within systematic uncertainties.

7.2. Model comparison and discussion

The jet mass measurements for central Pb–Pb collisions for three $p_T$ intervals compared to several event generators are shown in Fig. 10. PYTHIA represents the expectation without jet quenching while JEWEL [56,57] and Q-PYTHIA [58] (with PQM geometry [59]) are two models with medium-induced energy loss. In JEWEL each scattering of the leading parton with constituents from the medium is computed giving a microscopic description of the transport coefficient, $Q$. By default, JEWEL does not keep track of the momenta of the recoiling scattering centers (“recoil off”). This leads to a net loss of energy and momentum out of the di-jet system, and is expected to mostly affect low-$p_T$ particle production. For the jet mass measurement, low-momentum fragments are important, so JEWEL was also run in the mode in which it keeps track of the scattering centers (“recoil on”). In that mode, more soft particles are generated, some of which have very large angles with the jet and will contribute to the background estimate in the event. The JEWEL authors implemented a background subtraction in full jets by introducing “fake” neutral constituents used for the 4-momentum subtraction. Since the pp charged jet mass distribution is produced by shifting the full jet mass distribution towards lower masses, the JEWEL background-subtracted charged jet mass is obtained by shifting the background-subtracted full jet mass. Q-PYTHIA modifies the splitting functions in the PYTHIA event generator, resulting in medium-induced gluon radiation following the multiple soft scattering approximation. Both jet quenching models reproduce the suppression observed in inclusive high-$p_T$ particle and jet production [57,58].

The jet mass is strongly overestimated by Q-PYTHIA due to the strong broadening of the jet profile close to the jet axis. Also JEWEL with “recoil on” significantly overestimates the jet mass. JEWEL “recoil off” underestimates the jet mass due to the large amount of out-of-cone radiation, which does not hadronize in this mode of the generator. The vacuum expectation from PYTHIA, while slightly overestimating the jet mass for lower $p_T$ jets, when considering statistical uncertainties only, is compatible with the Pb–Pb measurement within systematic uncertainties. The Pb–Pb mean jet mass as a function of $p_T$ is compared to the event generators in Fig. 11. The linear increase of the mean jet mass with $p_T$ is expected from NLO pQCD calculations [60].

Previous jet shape and jet fragmentation function measurements clearly favor JEWEL with “recoil on” over Q-PYTHIA [20,19, 61–64]. Despite the difference in the fragment distributions between Q-PYTHIA and JEWEL with “recoil on”, Fig. 10 shows that both models predict a similar large increase of the jet mass, which is excluded by the measurement. JEWEL “recoil off”, which does not describe the previous measurements well because it does not include all soft radiation, gives a better description of the jet mass than JEWEL “recoil on”. The difference between the jet mass distributions in JEWEL with “recoil on” and “recoil off” indicates that the jet mass is sensitive to the soft fragments at large angle which are produced by hadronisation of recoil partons in the JEWEL model.

7.3. Summary

The first jet mass measurement in heavy-ion collisions for charged jets ($60 < p_T < 120$ GeV/c) was reported and compared to p–Pb reference measurements and models with and without quenching. The presented results are the first attempt to access the virtuality evolution of the hard partons in heavy-ion collisions. By constraining both energy and virtuality experimentally, differential jet mass measurements could provide further non-trivial tests for models of in-medium shower evolution.
of exit. Since also the virtuality evolution of the parton shower is modified in the presence of jet quenching, one would expect in such a scenario that the escaping (reconstructed) jets exhibit a reduced jet mass with respect to the pp and p–Pb references [21]. The data show that the jet mass is consistent within uncertainties in Pb–Pb and p–Pb collisions within a fixed \(p_{T,\text{ch,jet}}\)-interval, implying that the soft radiation outside the jet cone does not significantly alter the relation between \(p_T\) and the mass of the parton.
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